Solution At-a-Glance

Cisco HyperFlex Systems with
Citrix XenApp and XenDesktop
Deploy VDI solutions easily and cost-effectively using hyperconverged systems
The combination of Cisco HyperFlex Systems with Citrix XenApp
and XenDesktop solves the toughest digital workplace issues.
Maintain business control with an infrastructure that enables both
pay-as-you-grow and consistent performance delivery as you scale.
At the same time, enable users with BYOD support and simplified
access that brings secure desktop and application access to any
device over any connection, anytime.
Implement with confidence using a validated virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) architecture that integrates with a highly flexible
networking fabric.
Do all this while achieving greater application and data protection
enabled by centralized data and execution; which means fewer

attack vectors, simplified backup, and greater control over
sensitive information.

Cisco HyperFlex has been shown to reduce storage
costs by 80%, while Citrix XenApp reduces management
costs by as much as 90%.
Hyperconverged integrated systems (HCIS) enable rapid VDI
deployments for resource-constrained organizations through
scalability, simplified management, and lower upfront costs.
Cisco HyperFlex Systems are part of the broad, validated UCS
architecture in use by over 50,000 customers and Citrix is trusted
by 98% of Fortune 500 companies.

Cisco HyperFlex Systems with Citrix XenApp and XenDesktop—benefits of our joint solution
Simple to use
•
•
•
•

Implement, manage, and protect business applications more easily with a simplified, streamlined architecture
that can be managed from a single, unified Citrix XenDesktop console
Deploy faster with a validated, pre-packaged solution that enables pre-configuration of access rights and controls
using service profile templates
Keep your data safe by maintaining sensitive information in the data center and using virtual apps and desktops
Reduce complexity by removing the need for separately attached storage

Efficient

100%

•
•
•
•

Delight end-users while exploiting the full potential of system resources with management tools that deliver greater
insight, and more intelligent utilization of network, compute, and storage
Deliver a better user experience with fast and intuitive self-service access to applications and an infrastructure that
maintains performance at scale
Optimize infrastructure and reduce costs with independent scaling of rack and blade servers while making the
most of existing end-point devices
Secure end-points with safe access to desktops, apps and services for users using granular access control policies

Flexible
•
•
•
•

Take advantage of accelerating business change with a future-ready architecture that enables faster deployment,
varied device types, easier adaptation, and rapid expansion
Make the most of end-user devices, including BYOD and mobile, with virtual application delivery
Scale while maintaining business control with an infrastructure that enables pay-as-you-grow
Ready your business for the future with virtual delivery that makes deploying new business applications
fast and easy

About Citrix
Citrix (NASDAQ:CTXS) aims to power a world where people, organizations and things are securely connected and accessible to make the extraordinary possible. Its technology makes the world’s
apps and data secure and easy to access, empowering people to work anywhere and at any time. Citrix provides a complete and integrated portfolio of Workspace-as-a-Service, application delivery,
virtualization, mobility, network delivery and file sharing solutions that enables IT to ensure critical systems are securely available to users via the cloud or on-premise and across any device or
platform. With annual revenue in 2015 of $3.28 billion, Citrix solutions are in use by more than 400,000 organizations and over 100 million users globally. Learn more at www.citrix.com.
About Cisco
Cisco designs and sells broad lines of products, provides services and delivers integrated solutions to develop and connect networks around the world. Over the last 30 years, we have been the
world’s leader in connecting people, things, and technologies, changing the way the world works, lives, plays, and learns in an increasingly digital world. To find out more, visit www.cisco.com.
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